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ABSTRACT
We employ cosmological hydrodynamical simulations to investigate the effects of AGN
feedback on the formation of massive galaxies with present-day stellar masses of
Mstel = 8.8 × 10
10
− 6.0 × 1011M⊙. Using smoothed particle hydrodynamics sim-
ulations with a pressure-entropy formulation that allows an improved treatment of
contact discontinuities and fluid mixing, we run three sets of simulations of 20 halos
with different AGN feedback models: (1) no feedback, (2) thermal feedback, and (3)
mechanical and radiation feedback. We assume that seed black holes are present at
early cosmic epochs at the centre of emerging dark matter halos and trace their mass
growth via gas accretion and mergers with other black holes. Both feedback models
successfully recover the observed MBH − σ relation and black hole-to-stellar mass ra-
tio for simulated central early-type galaxies. The baryonic conversion efficiencies are
reduced by a factor of two compared to models without any AGN feedback at all halo
masses. However, massive galaxies simulated with thermal AGN feedback show a fac-
tor of ∼ 10− 100 higher X-ray luminosities than observed. The mechanical/radiation
feedback model reproduces the observed correlation between X-ray luminosities and
velocity dispersion, e.g. for galaxies with σ = 200 km s−1, the X-ray luminosity is
reduced from 1042 erg s−1 to 1040 erg s−1. It also efficiently suppresses late time star
formation, reducing the specific star formation rate from 10−10.5 yr−1 to 10−14 yr−1
on average and resulting in quiescent galaxies since z=2, whereas the thermal feedback
model shows higher late time in-situ star formation rates than observed.
Key words: galaxies: elliptical – quasars: general – quasars: supermassive black holes
– galaxies: evolution – methods: numerical
1 INTRODUCTION
There is solid observational evidence that most massive
galaxies harbor massive black holes in their centres (Ko-
rmendy & Richstone 1995), the masses of which are cor-
related with the properties of their host galaxies, includ-
ing bulge mass (Magorrian et al. 1998; Marconi & Hunt
2003), velocity dispersion (Gebhardt et al. 2000; Ferrarese
& Merritt 2000; Tremaine et al. 2002), globular cluster sys-
tems (Burkert & Tremaine 2010), and many others (see Ko-
rmendy & Ho 2013, and references therein). It was proposed
that the energy released by the accretion mechanism onto
⋆ E-mail:enachoi@physics.rutgers.edu
black holes is sufficient enough to unbind galactic interstel-
lar medium and trigger strong outflows (Silk & Rees 1998).
This AGN feedback mechanism is confirmed by many obser-
vations including the broad absorption lines in the spectra
of quasars, the detection of X-ray cavities and radio jets (see
Fabian 2012, and references therein).
Without the inclusion of AGN feedback traditional nu-
merical cosmological simulations of the formation of mas-
sive early-type galaxies suffer from the ‘overcooling’ prob-
lem: over a Hubble time too much cold gas is able to cool
at the centres of the galaxy halos (Katz & White 1993).
This leads to overly massive and actively star-forming el-
lipticals at present, in contradiction with observations (e.g.
Kauffmann et al. 2003; Franx et al. 2008) and basic predic-
tions of ΛCDM structure formation (e.g. Moster et al. 2010).
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Many semi-analytical models of galaxy formation, extended
by various models for AGN feedback, have demonstrated
that this process is relevant for reproducing the bright end
of the galaxy luminosity function (Bower et al. 2006; Cro-
ton et al. 2006; De Lucia & Blaizot 2007; Somerville et al.
2008; Guo et al. 2011). Dynamically and spatially better
resolved direct hydrodynamical cosmological simulations in-
cluding AGN feedback confirm that this mechanism is able
to self-regulate the stellar baryon content in massive halos
resulting in more realistic galaxy masses and colours, and
that it can reproduce the relations between black hole mass
and bulge mass (MBH −Mb) and stellar velocity dispersion
MBH − σ (e.g. Sijacki et al. 2007; Booth & Schaye 2011;
Teyssier et al. 2011; Martizzi et al. 2012; Vogelsberger et al.
2013).
Many previous AGN feedback models include only a
subset of the known and observed feedback processes. Since
the importance of AGN-driven mass and momentum out-
flows in limiting the infall onto the black hole has been em-
phasized (see Murray et al. 2005; Ostriker et al. 2010; De-
buhr et al. 2010, 2011), in previous works (Choi et al. 2012,
2014) we proposed a mechanical and radiative AGN feed-
back together with the detailed treatment of radiative heat-
ing, radiation pressure, and the Eddington force from black
holes and investigated the effects of the new AGN feedback
model. It is shown that the new feedback model can regu-
late the black hole growth, and successfully reproduce the
observed and MBH − σ relation in a way similar to the suc-
cessful thermal feedback approach (Springel et al. 2005). But
as pointed out in McCarthy et al. (2010), the X-ray output is
sensitive to AGN feedback. The commonly adopted thermal
feedback model where all the feedback energy is distributed
as local thermal heating produces a factor of ∼100 higher
thermal X-ray luminosity than expected for a given stellar
mass of the galaxy while the new approach reproduces the
observed LX − σ (Choi et al. 2012, 2014). The physical rea-
son for this is simple: momentum input from AGN winds
and radiation efficiently drives gas out into the surrounding
halo, reducing the central density and thermal X-ray lumi-
nosity. The two treatments - thermal vs mechanical - put in
the same total energy for a given accretion rate and given
efficiency, but putting some fraction of the energy into me-
chanical rather than thermal increases the effectiveness in
driving gas out of the galaxy. The same result was found in
supernova feedback (Simpson et al. 2014). The mechanical
feedback model also shows large fluctuations in both radiant
and wind outputs, in agreement with observations (see also
Debuhr et al. 2012).
In a next step we now aim at characterizing the evo-
lution of galaxies and black holes with mechanical and ra-
diation AGN feedback in a full cosmological context. Even
though numerical limitations impose inevitable approxima-
tions in the form of sub-resolution models, cosmological sim-
ulations can provide a more complete view on the evolution
of galaxies and their central black holes, starting from ini-
tial conditions consistent with the early universe as speci-
fied by the WMAP (Spergel et al. 2003) and Planck satel-
lites (Planck Collaboration et al. 2013). In order to statisti-
cally confront observations, we need a cosmological sample
of massive galaxies and black holes that covers a wide range
of environments and redshifts.
In this paper, we investigate the effects of mechanical
and radiation AGN feedback on the cosmological formation
of individual galaxies with three sets of cosmological, hydro-
dynamical zoom simulations of 20 halos in the mass range
2.3 × 1012M⊙ . Mvir . 1.4 × 10
13M⊙. This extends the
recent studies by Oser et al. (2010, 2012), on which our
initial conditions are based, but did not contain AGN feed-
back. In the three simulation sets, we add the commonly
adopted thermal AGN feedback and our mechanical and ra-
diation AGN feedback separately to investigate their impact
on black hole growth, the conversion of gas into stars, star
formation, and thermal X-ray luminosity of hot gas.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides
an introduction to our simulations and the adopted AGN
feedback model. In section 3, we discuss the effect of AGN
feedback on black hole growth, black hole and galaxy scal-
ing relations, X-ray luminosities of hot gas, baryonic stellar
and gas mass fraction, star formation rates, galaxy sizes and
velocity dispersions. A final summary and discussion of this
work is given in section 4.
2 SIMULATIONS
2.1 Numerical code
The simulations presented in this paper were performed with
a modified version of the parallel smoothed particle hydrody-
namics (SPH) code GADGET-3 (Springel 2005). Although
SPH has many advantages, such as the exact conservation of
physical properties and the adaptive resolution, recent stud-
ies have shown that standard SPH has severe difficulties in
modeling fluid mixing owing to spurious surface tension at
contact discontinuities (e.g. Agertz et al. 2007). To avoid
the numerical artifacts we have used SPHGal a modified
version of GADGET with improved accuracy. Details of the
code are presented in Hu et al. (2014), in the following we
give a brief overview.
The code includes a density-independent SPH formu-
lation by choosing a different volume element (Ritchie &
Thomas 2001; Saitoh & Makino 2013). Specifically, we em-
ploy the pressure-entropy formulation as described in Hop-
kins (2013). Furthermore, we improve the force accuracy of
our method by increasing the particle number in the ker-
nel. To avoid the pairing instability we adopt the Wend-
land C4 kernel with 200 neighboring particles (Dehnen &
Aly 2012). To further improve over standard SPH we use
the improved artificial viscosity implementation presented
by Cullen & Dehnen (2010). In this scheme each SPH par-
ticle has a variable viscosity coefficient which only increases
when a converging flow is detected and afterwards decays
to a minimum in a few sound-crossing times such that un-
wanted viscosity away from shocks is suppressed. To detect
shocks in advance, the time derivative of the velocity diver-
gence is used. We further include an artificial thermal con-
ductivity following Read & Hayfield (2012) which smoothes
the internal energy while explicitly conserving it within the
kernel. While this seems to be redundant in the pressure-
entropy formulation, in strong shocks the entropy jumps can
be very high resulting in very noisy pressure estimates. Arti-
ficial diffusion is reduced away from entropy discontinuities
with a switch similar to the one used for artificial viscos-
ity. Finally we employ a time-step limiter following Saitoh
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Table 1. Full list of parameters of the two AGN models
parameters ThAGNa MrAGN
MBHseed 10
5 h−1M⊙ 106 h−1M⊙
Mhalo 5× 10
10 h−1M⊙ 1011 h−1M⊙
α 100 1
ǫf 0.005 0.002
a Note that we use the standard mass accretion prescription and
parameters used in the previous works (e.g. Sijacki et al. 2007),
which produce a broad agreement with observational
constraints.
& Makino (2009); Durier & Dalla Vecchia (2012) to ensure
that neighboring particles have similar time-step (within a
factor of 4), such that ambient particles do not remain in-
active when a shock is approaching. The performance of the
new SPH schemes in the test problems is discussed in Hu
et al. (2014).
For the star formation and feedback prescription we use
the self-regulated supernova feedback model of Springel &
Hernquist (2003). This model treats the interstellar medium
(ISM) as a two-phase medium (McKee & Ostriker 1977)
where clouds of cold gas are embedded in the hot gas phase
at pressure equilibrium. Stars are allowed to form out of the
cold gas phase if the local density exceeds a threshold value
(n > nth = 0.205 cm
−3) which is calculated self-consistently
in a way that the equation of state is continuous at the onset
of star formation. Finally the simulations include a cooling
prescription for a primordial composition of hydrogen and
helium and a redshift-dependent UV background radiation
field with a modified Haardt & Madau (1996) spectrum.
2.2 Simulation setup
We use the cosmological ‘zoom-in’ initial conditions which
are described in detail in Oser et al. (2010). The halos are
picked from a dark matter only simulation using a flat cos-
mology with parameters obtained from WMAP3 (Spergel
et al. 2007): h = 0.72, Ωb = 0.044, Ωdm = 0.216, ΩΛ =
0.74, σ8 = 0.77 and an initial slope of the power spectrum
of ns = 0.95. From redshift zero we trace back in time all
particles close to the halos of interest at any given snapshot.
Those particles are then replaced with high-resolution gas
and dark matter particles. The original dark matter parti-
cles are merged to reduce the particle count and the simu-
lation time depending on their distance to the re-simulated
halo. The new high resolution zoom-in initial conditions are
evolved from redshift z=43 to the present day.
The simulated halo masses cover the range 2.3×1012 M⊙
. Mvir . 1.4 × 10
13M⊙ and the central galaxy masses are
between 8.8 × 1010M⊙ . M∗ . 6.0 × 10
11M⊙ at z = 0.
The masses for the gas and star particles are m∗,gas =
4.2× 106 h−1M⊙ (Note that we spawn one star particle per
gas particle), whereas the dark matter particles have a mass
of mdm = 2.5 × 10
7
h
−1M⊙. The comoving gravitational
softening lengths used are ǫgas,star = 400 pch
−1 for the gas
and star particles and ǫhalo = 890 pc h
−1 for the dark matter
scaled with the square root of the mass ratio (Dehnen 2001).
In the following we present the results for 20 galaxies with
masses larger than M∗ ≈ 8.8× 10
10M⊙ for direct compari-
son with observations. These galaxies are well resolved with
≈ 1.2 − 6.8 × 105 particles within the virial radius. Using
the above simulation parameters for zoom simulations has
been shown to result in galaxies with reasonable present-day
properties (Naab et al. 2007; Johansson et al. 2009; Naab
et al. 2009; Oser et al. 2010). However, Oser et al. (2010)
shows that the fraction of available baryons converted into
stars, f∗, for galaxies in this mass range is typically 2 times
higher than estimates from models that are constructed by
matching observed luminosity functions to simulated halo
mass functions (Moster et al. 2010; Guo et al. 2010; Behroozi
et al. 2010; Moster et al. 2013, and references therein).
In order to study the effects of numerical resolution, we
run the high resolution simulation for a high-mass halo with
Mvir ∼ 5.0 × 10
12M⊙. The high resolution initial condition
has twice better spatial resolution and eight times better
mass resolution than our fiducial resolution (i.e. ǫgas,star =
200 pch−1 and m∗,gas = 5.3 × 10
5
h
−1M⊙).
2.3 Black hole formation and growth
In our cosmological simulations of structure formation black
holes are modeled as collisionless sink particles which form
in newly emerging dark matter halos. We assume that black
holes are seeded such that any halo above a certain thresh-
old mass contains one black hole at its centre. We identify
haloes on the fly during a simulation by calling a friends-
of-friends (FOF) algorithm at regular intervals. All halos
with a mass larger than Mhalo = 10
11
h
−1M⊙ are provided
one black hole with mass of MBHseed = 10
6
h
−1M⊙ if they
do not contain any black hole already. The black hole seed
mass and halo threshold mass are chosen to roughly follow
the Magorrian relation (Magorrian et al. 1998) and the cho-
sen seed mass is small enough that it only makes a negligi-
ble contribution to the mass of the final black hole. Growth
of supermassive black holes has been previously modeled
with full cosmological hydrodynamical simulations with the
chosen black hole seed mass ranges from 105 h−1M⊙ to
106 h−1M⊙, and a threshold mass for halo from 10
9
h
−1M⊙
to 1011 h−1M⊙, and it is shown that these seeds evolve into
a population of supermassive black holes with masses and
accretion luminosities in line with observational estimates
by z ∼ 6 (Sijacki et al. 2009; Di Matteo et al. 2012; Khandai
et al. 2012; DeGraf et al. 2012). It has also been shown that
the AGN behavior is not particularly sensitive to the seed
mass (Hopkins et al. 2006).
The mass of black holes is assumed to grow via two
channels: mergers with other black holes and accretion of
gas. Two black hole particles are allowed to merge if they
fall within their local SPH smoothing lengths and if their rel-
ative velocities are smaller than the local sound speed. The
rate of the gas infall onto the black hole is estimated with a
Bondi-Hoyle-Lyttleton parameterization (Hoyle & Lyttleton
1939; Bondi & Hoyle 1944; Bondi 1952) with an alternative
averaging method introduced in Choi et al. (2012). For gas
with the density ρ, a sound speed cs and the velocity relative
to the black hole v, the mass accretion rate onto the central
region is:
M˙inf =
〈
4πG2M2BHρ
(c2s + v2)3/2
〉
, (1)
where angle brackets denote the averaging over the SPH ker-
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nel. This method for the calculation of the black hole mass
does the calculation in both time and space on an individual
particle basis and then averages the results over the neigh-
boring 64 particles in order to reduce the dependency on the
number of SPH particles.
To avoid the unphysical accretion of unbound gas from
outside the Bondi radius which occurs in some treatments of
this problem we statistically limit the accretion of mass to
the gas within the Bondi radius. Since the mass distribution
of each gas particle is smoothed with the kernel size, we
allow for the full accretion rate only if the total volume of
a gas particle resides within the Bondi radius. Otherwise,
we reduce the probability of being absorbed by the black
hole (soft Bondi radius criterion, see Choi et al. (2012)). To
account for the time that it takes a particle at radius rj
to be accreted, we include the free-fall modification to the
accretion probability with an extra factor of
pj,ff =
1
τj
1
Nsph
Nsph∑
j=1
1
τj
, (2)
where τj = rj/(c
2
s,j + v
2
j )
1/2 is the free fall time and Nsph
denotes the typical number of smoothing neighboring gas
particles of the black hole. For a full description of the soft
Bondi radius criterion and the free-fall modification, see Fig-
ure 1 and section 2.4 of Choi et al. (2012).
We do not employ an additional factor ‘α’ with regard
to the accretion rate. This has been utilized to overcome
resolution problems and better match reality, but adopting it
increases the uncertainty of the numerical treatment (Booth
& Schaye 2009).
2.4 Mechanical and radiation black hole feedback
Motivated by observations of broad absorption line winds,
which convey energy, mass and momentum into the sur-
rounding gas with velocity ∼ 10, 000 km s−1 outflows cor-
responding to a typical broad line wind velocity (Crenshaw
et al. 2003; Moe et al. 2009; Dunn et al. 2010), we included
these observed AGN winds in our numerical treatment fol-
lowing Ostriker et al. (2010). In our model, the AGN winds
carry a mass given by:
M˙outf = M˙inf − M˙acc, (3)
where M˙outf , M˙inf and M˙acc respectively denote the outflow-
ing/inflowing mass rate and the mass rate actually accreted
onto the black hole. For simplicity we assume that the wind
is launched at a fixed speed vw = 10, 000 km s
−1. Then a
momentum flux carried by the wind is given as,
p˙ = M˙outfvw, (4)
and the kinetic energy rate of the outflow is given as,
E˙w ≡ ǫfM˙accc
2, (5a)
=
1
2
M˙outfv
2
w, (5b)
where ǫf denotes the feedback efficiency. We can define the
dimensionless quantity ψ, the ratio of the mass outflow rate
to the accreted rate as,
ψ ≡ 2ǫfc
2/v2w = M˙outf/M˙acc, (6)
and we can rewrite the equation for the black hole accretion
rate as,
M˙acc = M˙inf
1
1 + ψ
. (7)
As discussed in Ostriker et al. (2010); Choi et al. (2012) in
the presence of significant AGNwinds, not all of the mass en-
tering the central region M˙inf actually reaches the black hole.
For example, with the feedback efficiency typically adopted
in the literature, ǫf = 0.005, and with the fixed wind ve-
locity vw = 10, 000 km s
−1, equation (6) and (7) which are
based on mass and energy conservation indicate that only
10 percent of the inflowing mass is actually accreted onto
the black hole while 90 percent is ejected in a wind.
We calculate the dimensionless quantity ψ for the given
feedback efficiency ǫf and wind velocity vw, and stochasti-
cally select the wind particles from all gas particle attracted
into the central zone by the black hole keeping the fraction
of wind particles to the total inflowing particles as ψ/(1+ψ).
To deposit the wind mass and momentum, we give kicks to
the gas particles selected following the stochastic approach.
We set the direction of the wind to be parallel or anti-parallel
to the direction of angular momentum of each gas parti-
cle, if the central black holes are surrounded by a gas disc
this procedure results in a wind perpendicular to the disc
plane (Proga & Kallman 2004). The emitted wind parti-
cles share their momentum with two other nearby gas parti-
cles to reproduce the shock heated momentum-driven flows.
They have the same velocity increment, ∆v ∼ 10, 000/3
km s−1, conserving the momentum. But sharing momentum
with other particles via inelastic collisions decreases the to-
tal kinetic energy increment while preserving momentum.
We deposit the residual energy into these three particles in
thermal form so that the total energy is conserved. Having
momentum sharing with two nearby gas particles gives 2:1
divisions into thermal and kinetic energies so the wind par-
ticles can reach very high temperatures. This ratio is similar
to that in the standard Sedov-Taylor self-similar blast wave.
In addition to the mechanical feedback described above,
X-ray radiation from the accreting black hole can be cou-
pled to the surrounding gas according to an approximation
described in Sazonov et al. (2005), as in Ciotti et al. (2010);
Novak et al. (2011); Choi et al. (2012, 2014); The luminos-
ity flux from the multiple black holes is calculated at the
position of each gas particle, and the flux is converted to
the net volume heating rate E˙ by adopting the Sazonov
et al. (2005) formulae that include Compton heating and
photoionization heating. Note that Equation 7, not Equa-
tion 1, determines the AGN luminosity flux and thus the
magnitude of the radiation feedback. We also include the
electromagnetic momentum, the radiation pressure from the
X-ray flux from the black hole by adding a momentum per
unit time of p˙ = E˙/c. The added force is directed radially
away from the black holes.
The flux from UV bump in AGN spectrum dominates
for the momentum driven winds as shown in high resolution
hydrodynamical simulations (e.g. Proga et al. 2000). The
region where this driving occurs is very close to the quasar
so we include this in sub-grid modeling, as in “mechani-
cal feedback”. And the radiation heating and its associated
radiation pressure are from the moderately hard X-ray re-
gion (∼ 50 keV), which dominates the heating process. Thus
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Figure 1. A mass assembly tree of black holes in a sample zoom-
in region with mechanical and radiation AGN feedback. Each
line represents a black hole and the thickness of the lines is
scaled by the mass of the black hole. Mass accretion rate onto
the black hole is colour-coded in Eddington units, as black hole
mass accretion with Eddington ratio mEdd < 10
−5 shown in red,
10−5 < mEdd < 10
−3 in yellow, 10−3 < mEdd < 10
−1 in green,
and 10−1 < mEdd in blue. In total 66 black holes are seeded in
this zoom-in region, after black hole mergers 16 black holes sur-
vive to z = 0. The leftmost branch of the merger tree shows the
central black hole with a final mass of ∼ 2.2× 108 h−1M⊙ which
resides in a main halo with a mass of ∼ 5 × 1012 h−1M⊙. The
left-right positioning of the progenitors is schematic, and is not
connected to the position within the dark matter halo.
the momentum in the AGN UV emission is included indi-
rectly by the absorption of the broad absorption line wind
that has been accelerated by the metal line trapping (Proga
et al. 2000), and the momentum in the X-ray bump is par-
tially allowed for in so far as the X-rays have been absorbed
following a standard atomic physics treatment.
Finally, instead of limiting the maximum accretion rate
to the Eddington rate, we compute the Eddington force act-
ing on the surrounding gas particles, directed radially away
from the black hole as described in Choi et al. (2012) and
allow this force to act on the gas flow through the hydro-
dynamic equations. Naturally it reduces the inflow and in-
creases the outflow but accretion exceeding the Eddington
rates can occasionally occur.
In order to study the effects of different AGN feedback
models, we investigate the influence on galaxy separately
by running the full set of simulations with three different
model:
(1) NoAGN: No black hole and no AGN feedback.
This model is comparable to the results of Oser et al. (2010,
2012), but note that we use an alternative formulation of
SPH designed to treat contact discontinuities more accu-
rately, and include an improved artificial viscosity and an
energy diffusion implementation.
(2) ThAGN: with black hole and the classical thermal
AGN feedback. Note that we use the standard mass accre-
tion prescription and parameters adopted and studied in the
previous works of Sijacki et al. (2007, 2009), i.e. 105 h−1M⊙
Figure 2. The black hole mass-stellar velocity dispersion (MBH−
σ) relation at z = 0 of the two AGN feedback models: thermal
feedback (ThAGN, blue upside down triangles) and momentum
and radiative feedback (MrAGN, red circles). The red star symbol
shows the higher resolution run for one halo MrAGN model and
red solid line connects the corresponding lower resolution run. The
momentum feedback runs without radiative feedback are shown
in open red circles for two halos. The black/blue dotted lines show
the observed relation of the early type galaxies from McConnell
& Ma (2013) and Kormendy & Ho (2013) respectively.
for black hole seed mass, 5×1010 h−1M⊙ for threshold halo
mass of the black hole seeding, and ǫf = 0.005 for AGN
feedback efficiency which produce a broad agreement with
observational constraints.
(3) MrAGN: with black hole and mechanical and ra-
diation AGN feedback. This model includes the modified
black hole mass accretion described in Section 2.3. We use
lower feedback efficiency ǫf = 0.002 for this model which
was constrained based on our previous small scale simula-
tions (Choi et al. 2014). The adopted black hole and AGN
feedback related parameters are shown in Table 1.
We only consider the central galaxies within the simu-
lated halos and their black holes in this study.
3 COSMOLOGICAL SIMULATIONS OF AGN
FEEDBACK IN INDIVIDUAL GALAXY
HALOS
3.1 Black hole growth
In order to show how individual black holes grow in our
simulations, we show in Figure 1 an example of the mass
assembly history of black holes in a sample zoom-in region
which forms a main halo with a mass of ∼ 5× 1012 h−1M⊙
at z = 0 with the MrAGN model. Each line represents a
black hole and the thickness of the lines is scaled by the
mass of the black hole. Mass accretion onto the black hole
is colour-coded in Eddington units, as black hole mass ac-
cretion with Eddington ratio mEdd < 10
−5 shown in red,
10−5 < mEdd < 10
−3 in yellow, 10−3 < mEdd < 10
−1 in
green, and 10−1 < mEdd in blue. In total 66 black holes
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000
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Figure 3. The black hole mass-to-stellar mass ratio at z = 0
is plotted against stellar mass for two AGN feedback models:
thermal feedback (ThAGN, blue upside down triangles) and mo-
mentum and radiative feedback (MrAGN, red circles). The high
resolution run with momentum feedback is shown in star sym-
bol with the red solid line that connects the corresponding low
resolution run. The momentum feedback runs without radiative
feedback are shown in open red circles for two halos. The blue and
black solid lines show the observed relation from Marconi & Hunt
(2003) and Kormendy & Ho (2013) respectively with an intrinsic
dispersion shown in dotted lines.
are seeded, after black hole mergers only 16 black holes sur-
vive to z = 0. The left–right positioning of the progenitors
is schematic, and has no relevance to spatial positions of
galaxies within the dark matter halo. The leftmost branch
of the merger tree shows the central black hole with a final
mass of ∼ 2.3 × 108M⊙. At z = 0, the most massive black
hole is growing less rapidly than less massive black holes.
At higher redshift, this trend is greatly diminished, and at
z = 2 it is reversed so that the most massive black holes
have the highest fractional accretion rate. This phenomenol-
ogy broadly agrees with the observed ‘cosmic downsizing’ of
AGN, i.e. the most massive and luminous AGN were most
numerous at redshift z ∼ 2−2.5, less luminous AGN peaked
at successively lower redshifts with the least luminous peak-
ing at around z ∼ 1 in X-rays (e.g. Ueda et al. 2003), and
in optical and other bands (e.g. Rigby et al. 2011).
We now study how the black hole masses relate to their
host galaxies. For this purpose, we determine the central
galaxy properties using a spherical over-density criterion at
z = 0. Following previous studies (e.g. Oser et al. 2012), we
obtain a radius where the spherical over-density drops below
200 times the critical density of the universe for a virial
radius of the halo, rvir, and the virial massMvir is defined by
total mass therein. We then determine the effective radius
of the galaxy reff by getting the mean values of the half-
mass radii of all stars within 10% of the virial radius r10 =
0.1×rvir projected along the three principal axes of the main
stellar body. The line-of-sight velocity dispersions σ have
been calculated within 0.5 × reff along the three principal
axes and then averaged.
In Figure 2, we show the relation between black hole
mass and stellar velocity dispersion σ for the two feedback
models. Blue upside down triangles are for the simulations
with the classical thermal AGN feedback, ThAGN, while
red circles are for the simulations with the mechanical and
radiation AGN feedback, MrAGN. Note that two feedback
models are tested for the same set of 20 halos. We overplot
the observedMBH−σ relations as presented in recent papers
by McConnell & Ma (2013) (black) and Kormendy & Ho
(2013) (blue) respectively. We find a good agreement with
the observations for both AGN feedback models as found
in our previous study on the bulge dominated merger rem-
nants of the two disc galaxies (Choi et al. 2014). In previous
works on black hole growth with the classical thermal AGN
feedback (e.g. Sijacki et al. 2007; Di Matteo et al. 2008),
a measurement of the MBH − σ relation for the simulated
galaxies was also found to successfully produce the observed
black hole - bulge relations. Note that we use the parameters
adopted in Sijacki et al. (2007), but we use the modified ver-
sion of GADGET-3 code with an alternative formulation of
SPH, an updated artificial viscosity and an energy diffusion
implementation. The modifications of the code we include
in this study do not change their main findings on the black
hole mass and bulge relation in general.
In order to study the relative effect of radiation feed-
back, we perform the control runs for two halos including
only the mechanical wind feedback. The results from con-
trol run without the radiative feedback are shown in open
red circles. The radiative feedback shows moderate impact
on the growth of black hole, but the differences are within
the observed scatters.
We also perform a resolution study for our primary ex-
ample with a halo mass of 5 × 1012 h−1M⊙ with MrAGN
feedback. The high resolution run with twice better spatial
resolution and with eight times better mass resolution is
shown in red star symbol with the red solid line connecting
corresponding fiducial resolution run. The resolution has a
strong effect both on the velocity dispersion (the final stel-
lar mass) of the galaxy and on the final black hole mass.
In higher resolution the final black hole mass is lower by a
factor of 3, and this indicates that with resolution increased
the black hole feedback becomes slightly more efficient. As
the differences induced by increasing resolution are within
the observed uncertainties on M-sigma relation, we restrict
our main study to our fiducial resolution in this paper. The
convergence will be further studied and discussed in later
papers.
Figure 3 shows the black hole–to–stellar mass ratio as
a function of galaxy stellar mass for the simulated two feed-
back models: blue upside down triangles are for ThAGN
models and red circles are for MrAGN models. The observed
relations from Marconi & Hunt (2003) and Kormendy & Ho
(2013) are shown in blue lines and black lines respectively.
The simulated relations at z = 0 for both AGN feedback
models match the locally observed canonical black hole–to–
bulge mass ratio 0.23% from Marconi & Hunt (2003) well,
but the simulated ratios are ∼ 2 times lower than the most
recent relation found by Kormendy & Ho (2013) who strictly
limit their samples and omit all pseudo bulges and merg-
ing galaxies. Since we have not made such a restriction for
measuring stellar mass in our simulated galaxies, our result
would be more appropriately compared to the previously
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Figure 4. X-ray luminosity versus (a) stellar velocity σ, (b) total mass within 5reff , and (c) virial mass Mvir of the simulated galaxies
at z = 0 for the model without AGN feedback (NoAGN, black triangles), thermal feedback (ThAGN, blue upside down triangles), and
momentum and radiative feedback (MrAGN, red circles). The high resolution run with momentum feedback is shown in star symbol
with the red solid line that connects the corresponding low resolution run. The momentum feedback runs without radiative feedback are
shown in open red circles for two halos. Observed relations for the normal early-type galaxies are from (a) Boroson et al. (2011), (b) Kim
& Fabbiano (2013), and (c) Mathews et al. (2006) respectively. The simulations without AGN feedback and with thermal AGN feedback
show systematically higher X-ray luminosities than observed.
found values of the canonical black hole–to–bulge mass ra-
tios.
3.2 Impact of AGN feedback on X-ray luminosity
The thermal AGN feedback prescription adopted in many
previous AGN feedback studies hides the small-scale physics
such as radiation-driven winds and shocks under a simple pa-
rameterization of local input, and only treats the resulting
effects of feedback. As a result, the gas is simply heated near
the black hole and produces a very large thermal X-ray lumi-
nosity. In the mechanical AGN feedback model, however, the
X-ray luminosity is lower, because the outflowing gas carries
off significant kinetic energy, which tends to drive gas away
from the galaxy, reduce its density and significantly reduce
its thermal X-ray output. Hence comparing our simulations
with the observations of X-ray scaling relations of nearby
early type galaxies (e.g. Forman et al. 1985; Trinchieri &
Fabbiano 1985; Mathews & Brighenti 2003; Humphrey et al.
2006) should give us a clean discriminant between the AGN
feedback models.
We calculate the X-ray luminosity due to
bremsstrahlung radiation as well as line emission from
all relevant species in Chandra bands (0.3-8 keV) for
the simulated central elliptical galaxies using the tools
developed in Choi et al. (2014). In order to exclude the star
forming gas in the obscured central region of the galaxy, we
only include the hot and diffuse gas within the virial radius
with a temperature and density cut of T > 106 K, and
ρ 6 3.16 × 10−3M⊙pc
−3, which corresponds to the critical
density for star formation.
In Figure 4, we show the X-ray luminosity of the hot
gas against (a) the stellar velocity dispersion σ, (b) total
mass within 5reff , and (c) virial mass Mvir of the simulated
galaxies at z = 0 for the simulated central galaxies with
three feedback models. Observed relations for the normal
early-type galaxies are from (a) Boroson et al. (2011), (b)
Kim & Fabbiano (2013), and (c) Mathews et al. (2006) re-
spectively. Observationally all galaxies with a shallow po-
tential well with σ < 200 km s−1 seem to have only a small
amount of hot gas with LX < 10
40 erg s−1 (Boroson et al.
2011), however, ThAGN models show much higher X-ray
luminosity for up to ∼ 2-3 orders of magnitude higher. On
the other hand, MrAGN models produce X-ray luminosity
within the observed range, with the two orders of magnitude
spread in LX . Note that we obtain higher X-ray luminosity
LX for ThAGN models compared to the work by Cox et al.
(2006), who studied the X-ray luminosity and the scaling
relation of merger remnants. This discrepancy seems to be
due to the differences in X-ray bandwidths, the inclusion of
metal-line emission and the SPH formulation. We use the
X-ray luminosity in Chandra bands (0.3-8 keV) including
bremsstrahlung radiation and metal-line emission from all
relevant species, while Cox et al. (2006) used bolometric X-
ray luminosity and partially included metal line emission
(for 0.1 to 2 KeV). Cox et al. (2006) used the standard for-
mation of SPH which tends to suppress mixing and cooling
of the hot gas and result in lower X-ray luminosity.
3.3 Baryonic mass budget
Fig. 5 shows the conversion efficiencies of the simulated
galaxies at redshift zero f∗ = m∗/(fb ∗ mvir,dark) where
m∗ is the stellar mass within 10 % of the virial radius r10,
fb = Ωb/Ωdm = 0.17 is the cosmic baryon fraction and
mvir,dark is the dark matter mass within the virial radius of
the galaxy. The amount of total baryonic matter available
in each halo is fb ∗mvir,dark and then we calculate f∗, the
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 6. Projected gas density maps for a typical central galaxy with a halo mass of 5× 1012 h−1M⊙ for the traditional thermal AGN
feedback in the top panels, and for the momentum AGN feedback in the bottom panels. The projected gas density maps at z = 1.5 are
shown in the left-most panels (I-a, II-a), and maps at z = 0 are shown in the middle panels (I-b, II-b). Coutours of projected gas density
at z = 0 are shown in right-most panels (I-c, II-c). The images are 4 Mpc on a side and brighter colour indicates a lower density. While
the ThAGN model does not generate any high velocity outflows and bubbles as shown in upper panels, in the MrAGN model the high
velocity winds with vw ∼ 10, 000 km s−1 effectively shock the ambient gas and generate cavities around the central massive galaxies in
panel (II-a). Bubbles further expand and effectively lower the gas density around the central elliptical galaxy in panels (II-b) and (II-c).
Figure 7. Projected gas density profiles of the central galaxies in a zoom-in simulation of a 5×1012 h−1M⊙ dark matter halo at z = 1.5, 0
(left and right panel) for the model without AGN feedback (NoAGN, black), thermal feedback (ThAGN, blue), and momentum feedback
(MrAGN, red). The virial radius rvir and effective radius reff of each model are shown in dashed lines and dotted lines respectively.
The gas density in the momentum feedback model (MrAGN) is already lower than the others at z = 1.5 in all radii within rvir, and
the central density becomes ∼ 20 times lower at z = 0. The thermal feedback model (ThAGN) and the model without AGN feedback
(NoAGN) show very similar profiles at z=1.5, but at z = 0 ThAGN shows lower density than NoAGN for r < 2 kpc.
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Figure 5. Fraction of baryons that is converted into stars at z = 0
for the model without AGN feedback (NoAGN, black triagles),
thermal feedback (ThAGN, blue upside down triangles), and mo-
mentum and radiative feedback (MrAGN, red circles). The mo-
mentum feedback runs without radiative feedback are shown in
open red circles for two halos. Respective mean values (and their
scatter) are indicated by the squares. The AGN feedback models
have lower conversion efficiencies than the NoAGN model but are
still a factor of 2 higher than abundance matching estimates from
Moster et al. (2013) (solid black line).
fraction thereof that is converted into stars in the simulated
central galaxy. For simulated galaxies with NoAGN model,
the fraction declines in a roughly linear fashion with the log-
arithm of the halo mass from f∗ ≈ 0.6 for the smallest halos
(≈ 1012M⊙) to f∗ ≈ 0.2 for high mass halos (& 10
13M⊙),
over-predicting by a factor of ∼ 2 − 3 than the estimates
from recently published work of the conversion efficiencies
based on the abundance matching technique (Moster et al.
2013). Note that the conversion efficiencies of NoAGN mod-
els we obtain in this study are slightly higher than the value
from Oser et al. (2012). Using the modified SPH version
which allows for more efficient mixing we find that more
gas cools resulting in higher conversion efficiencies. In case
of AGN feedback models, both ThAGN and MrAGN mod-
els show lower conversion efficiencies compared to NoAGN
models, but they still over-predict by a factor of ∼ 2 than
the estimates and are expected to further increase if metal-
line cooling was included. This seems to be due to the ab-
sence of the ejective supernova wind feedback, which is es-
pecially important for low-mass systems. Our simulations
do not generate significant winds in the low-mass systems
which do not have massive black holes, and thus overesti-
mate the condensed baryon fraction of low-mass galaxies
that can accrete onto high mass galaxies at late stages of
evolution. This may produce a factor of 2 discrepancy for
high-mass galaxies because of over-predicted accreted stars
from the low-mass galaxies. The discrepancy is expected to
be effectively reduced by including wind stellar feedback, as
the work by Ciotti et al. (1991) has shown that Type I SN in
normal ellipticals is capable of ejecting significant fraction
of the secondary gas from the systems. In recent study by
Hirschmann et al. (2013), galactic winds driven by SN are
found to be effective in suppressing central star formation
in less massive systems.
3.4 Gas mass fraction and Star formation rate
One of the most important findings in the MrAGN feedback
models is the effective AGN-driven quenching of star forma-
tion in central galaxies in consistent with the observation
(e.g. Page et al. 2012). The high velocity outflowing winds
shock the ambient gas and generate cavities around the cen-
tral massive galaxies, significantly lowering the gas density
and suppressing star formation in MrAGN model.
To illustrate this effect, in Figure 6 we show the pro-
jected gas density maps of the central galaxies at z = 1.5, 0
in a zoom-in simulation of a 5 × 1012 h−1M⊙ dark mat-
ter halo with the ThAGN feedback, and with the MrAGN
feedback. While the ThAGN model does not generate any
high velocity outflows and bubbles, in the MrAGN model
the high velocity winds with vw ∼ 10, 000 km s
−1 effectively
shock the ambient gas and generate cavities around the cen-
tral massive galaxies. Bubbles further expand and effectively
lower the gas density around the central elliptical galaxy.
The gas density lowered by the AGN wind is quantita-
tively shown in Figure 7. It shows the projected gas density
profiles of the central galaxies at z = 1.5, 0 in a zoom-in
simulation of a 5× 1012 h−1M⊙ dark matter halo, identical
galaxies shown in Figure 6. The gas density in the momen-
tum feedback model (MrAGN) is already lower than the
others at z = 1.5 in all radii within rvir, and the central
density becomes ∼ 20 times lower at z = 0. The thermal
feedback model (ThAGN) and the model without AGN feed-
back (NoAGN) show very similar profiles at z=1.5. At z = 0
ThAGN shows lower density than NoAGN but only for r < 2
kpc. The ThAGN models have localized effects within r < 2
kpc.
In Figure 8 we compare the gas mass fraction of all
simulated halos to observation. We measure the fraction of
gas mass to the total mass within r500, the radius where
the spherical over-density drops below 500 times the critical
density of the universe at z = 0. The observed fgas,500−M500
relation derived from 43 nearby galaxy groups with M500 =
1013−14M⊙ from Sun et al. (2009) is shown in black solid
line with 1σ scatter in dotted lines. We also overplot the
observed gas mass fraction of galaxy groups from Sun et al.
(2009) in black crosses. In MrAGN model, the strong wind
results in much lower gaseous mass fraction compared to
other feedback models especially for the low mass galaxies.
The differences between MrAGN and other feedback mod-
els becomes smaller as MrAGN model show higher gaseous
mass fraction in higher mass galaxies. This is consistent with
the observed relation which shows a strong trend in gas mass
fraction with total mass, such that galaxy groups have sig-
nificantly lower fractions compared to massive clusters and
the universal baryon fraction fb = 0.17. McCarthy et al.
(2011); Le Brun et al. (2014) also previously showed that a
model with AGN feedback can reproduce X-ray luminosity
and gas mass fractions of groups and clusters of galaxies.
In Figure 9 we show the median star formation rate over
time with the various feedback models, considering stars
within the 10% of the virial radius (r10) of the galaxy centre.
In MrAGN model (red), the AGN feedback drives a large-
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Figure 8. The enclosed gas mass fraction within r500, fgas,500 −
M500 relation for the different AGN feedback models: NoAGN
in black triangles, ThAGN in blue upside down triangles and
MrAGN in red circles. The black crosses and black solid lines are
the observed data and fitted fgas,500−M500 relation of the nearby
galaxy groups of M500 = 1013−14M⊙ from Sun et al. (2009).
scale wind that removes nearly all of the residual gas from
the galaxy, effectively and rapidly quenching star formation.
Compared to the commonly adopted criteria for star forming
galaxies, sSFR > 0.3/tH, where tH is the age of the universe
at each redshift (e.g. Franx et al. 2008, marked with dot-
ted line in the bottom panel), MrAGN model galaxies can
be considered quiescent since z ∼ 2. When AGN feedback
is not included, central galaxies keep star-forming and they
are classified as star-forming galaxies throughout the simu-
lations. In ThAGN model, in-situ star formation is quenched
around z = 1, but the star formation rate increases again
as cooled gas fall back to the central region. The late time
star formation rate is seen to be more than two orders of
magnitude lower in the MrAGN than in the ThAGN model.
The MrAGN model will be further tested by comparing the
star formation activities of the larger sample of simulated
galaxies to observations in a forthcoming paper.
3.5 Galaxy sizes and velocity dispersions
In Figure 10, we show the projected half-mass radii of sim-
ulated galaxies of MrAGN model as a function of their stel-
lar masses at z = 0. We determine the effective radius
of the galaxy reff by determining the mean values of the
half-mass radii of all stars within 10% of the virial radius
r10 = 0.1 × rvir projected along the three principal axes of
the main stellar body. The blue/black/red dashed lines in-
dicate the observed size–mass relation for early-type galax-
ies respectively from Shen et al. (2003), Hyde & Bernardi
(2009), and Nipoti et al. (2009), with the 1σ scatter indi-
cated by the dotted lines. We show the half-mass radius
and the stellar mass of the simulated galaxies with a normal
density-dependent SPH formulation, consistent with Oser
et al. (2012), in open black triangle. The corresponding
NoAGN models simulated with the new pressure-entropy
Figure 9. Top: Averaged star formation rate over time for the
central galaxies for the model without AGN feedback (NoAGN,
black), thermal feedback (ThAGN, blue), and momentum and
radiative feedback (MrAGN, red) measured within the 10 % of
the virial radii. The median star formation rate for each model are
shown in solid lines and the coloured areas show the 1σ scatter
of the mean star formation rates. Bottom: same as in the top
panel but for the median specific star formation rates. The dotted
line indicates the specific star formation rates equal to 0.3/tH,
commonly adopted criteria separating quiescent and star forming
galaxies (e.g. Franx et al. 2008). Sources above this line are in a
star forming mode: NoAGN feedback model (black) stays above
this line through out. Star formation in ThAGN model (blue) is
reduced below 0.3/tH at z ∼ 1.5 but increases again as gas cools
and falls back again. In the MrAGN feedback model (red), the
AGN feedback drives a large-scale wind and effectively quenches
star formation.
formulation are connected with black dotted lines. The SPH-
Gal with improved mixing typically reduces the sizes by on
average ∼30 percent and also increases the stellar masses
compared to normal SPH runs. When AGN feedback is in-
cluded there is a factor of 2–3 increase in size compared to
the NoAGN models.
Figure 11 shows the relation between the velocity dis-
persion σ of simulated galaxies and their stellar masses
(Faber-Jackson relation, Faber & Jackson 1976) for MrAGN
model at z = 0. We obtain the line-of-sight velocity disper-
sions σ within 0.5 × reff along the three principal axes and
compare to observations. The observed relations are from
Nipoti et al. (2009) who used the SLACS sample of local
early-type galaxies at z = 0 and Taranu et al. (2013) who
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Figure 10. Projected stellar half-mass radii of the simulated
galaxies versus stellar masses for redshifts z=0 for the model with-
out AGN feedback (NoAGN, black triangles), thermal feedback
(ThAGN, blue upside down triangles), and momentum and radia-
tive feedback (MrAGN, red circles). The blue/black/red dashed
lines indicate the observed size–mass relation for early-type galax-
ies respectively from Shen et al. (2003), Hyde & Bernardi (2009),
and Nipoti et al. (2009) with the 1σ scatter indicated by the dot-
ted lines. The momentum feedback runs without radiative feed-
back are shown in open red circles for two halos. Open black
triangle shows the half-mass radius of the simulated galaxy with
a density-dependent SPH formulation, consistent with Oser et al.
(2012).
analyzed Nair & Abraham (2010) SDSS catalog. Compared
to the observation, ThAGN and MrAGN models predict rea-
sonable velocity dispersions in agreement with Oser et al.
(2012).
4 SUMMARY
In this paper, we have run three sets of cosmological hy-
drodynamic simulations of 20 halos with masses between
2.3 × 1012M⊙ . Mvir . 1.4 × 10
13M⊙ using a modified
GADGET-3 SPH code with different AGN feedback mod-
els: (1) No black hole and AGN feedback (NoAGN), (2) the
standard thermal AGN feedback (ThAGN) (e.g. Di Matteo
et al. 2005; Springel et al. 2005; Sijacki et al. 2007; Di Mat-
teo et al. 2008) and (3) mechanical/radiation AGN feedback
(MrAGN) (Choi et al. 2012, 2014). We study the effects of
AGN feedback on the black-holes and the properties of their
host galaxies, i.e. black-hole scaling relation (MBH − σ and
MBH/Mstel), X-ray luminosity, stellar and gaseous baryonic
conversion efficiencies, star formation, and size of the ellip-
tical galaxies.
We show that massive, non-relativistic outflows and
X-ray heating in mechanical and radiation AGN feedback
model indeed provide a viable mechanism to regulate the
black hole growth in central early type galaxies. The ob-
served MBH − σ relationship between the black hole mass
and the galaxy velocity dispersion is successfully recovered
with the MrAGN model. This was also obtained in the pre-
Figure 11. Central (within 0.5 reff ) projected velocity disper-
sion as a function of stellar masses at z=0 for the model with-
out AGN feedback (NoAGN, black triangles), thermal feedback
(ThAGN, blue upside down triangles), and momentum and ra-
diative feedback (MrAGN, red circles). The momentum feedback
runs without radiative feedback are shown in open red circles for
two halos. The black/blue dashed lines indicate the observed rela-
tion for early-type galaxies from Nipoti et al. (2009) and Taranu
et al. (2013) respectively. We indicate the observed 1σ scatter
with the dotted lines. Open black triangle shows the velocity dis-
persion of the simulated galaxy with a density-dependent SPH
formulation, consistent with Oser et al. (2012).
vious ThAGN feedback treatments (e.g. Di Matteo et al.
2005; Springel et al. 2005), and we confirm their results on
the observed physical relation between black hole and galac-
tic properties, with our modified SPH code and cosmolog-
ical simulations. Most importantly, however, the MrAGN
model shows much lower X-ray luminosity compared to the
commonly adopted ThAGN model where all the feedback
energy is distributed locally as thermal heating. While the
thermal feedback model produces ∼2-3 orders of magnitude
higher thermal X-ray luminosity than expected for given
stellar mass of the galaxy, the MrAGN model can success-
fully reproduce both the observed LX − σ and MBH − σ
relations.
We show that mechanical and radiation feedback can
also effectively suppress in-situ star formation in high mass
galaxies as the gas is effectively expelled by AGN-driven out-
flows especially at late times. The MrAGN model produces
massive red and dead galaxies, reducing final stellar mass
by a factor of two compared to the previous works without
AGN feedback (Oser et al. 2010, 2012) and reducing the
final star formation rates by over 103 compared with the
no AGN feedback or thermal AGN feedback models. Our
simulated galaxies with AGN feedback show lower baryonic
conversion efficiencies than the ones without AGN feedback,
but our samples are still overly efficient in transforming gas
into stars. The baryonic conversion efficiencies at z = 0 in
our simulated galaxies with the MrAGN feedback are still
overestimated by roughly a factor of ∼ 2 compared to re-
cent predictions (Moster et al. 2013) and would be even en-
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hanced if metal-line cooling was included. As AGN feedback
mainly affects massive galaxies with massive black holes and
quenches star formation in the inner region, ‘in-situ’ star
formation is significantly suppressed in our models result-
ing lower fraction of in-situ stars compared to the previous
models without AGN feedback. One or more missing further
mechanisms is needed to reduced the star formation in low
mass satellite galaxies that are eventually accreted., e.g. su-
pernova wind feedback (Murray et al. 2005; Oppenheimer
& Dave´ 2006; Hirschmann et al. 2012, 2013; Puchwein &
Springel 2013), cosmic ray driven winds (Booth et al. 2013;
Hanasz et al. 2013; Salem & Bryan 2014), and/or star for-
mation driven wind (Agertz & Kravtsov 2014; Hopkins et al.
2014). The late time quenching can be more challenging for
both ThAGN and MrAGN models as the material removed
from lower mass progenitors can be accreted to more mas-
sive ones at later times (Oppenheimer et al. 2010).
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